### SLING LOAD DEFICIENCIES SHEET

#### HMMWV (1097)
- Wrong fuel level
- Parking brake not engaged
- Seat not secured
- Hood latch not secured
- Mirrors not secured
- Steering wheel not secured
- Transmission selector not in neutral
- Wheels not aligned
- Glass/plastic not shatterproofed
- Fuel cap not secured
- Key missing from lock
- Seat belt not secured
- Tailgate not secured

#### HIGH MOBILITY TRAILER
- Parking brake not engaged
- Load not secured
- Chains not padded
- Stabilizer legs not secured
- Light cable not secured
- Safety chains not secured
- Tailgate not secured
- Glass/plastic not shatterproofed
- Stabilizer legs not fully retracted
- Excess CGU-1/B not stowed
- CGU-1/B twisted

#### A-22 CARGO BAG
- Suspension clevis not taped
- Suspension clevis not hand tight
- Wrong POA to load
- Connector snap facing up
- Connector snap not taped
- 24 inch suspension web in wrong sequence
- 24 inch suspension web twisted
- Lacing cord misrouted
- Wrong lacing cord
- Excess lacing cord not taped
- Lateral strap twisted
- Excess lateral strap not stowed
- Excess lateral strap stowed over FA
- Excess lateral strap rolled wrong
- Excess 188 inch strap stowed over FA
- Excess 188 inch strap not stowed
- Excess 188 inch strap rolled wrong
- 188 inch strap misrouted
- 188 inch strap twisted

#### CARGO NET
- Hooks not taped or tied
- Wrong POA to load
- Suspension clevis not taped
- Suspension clevis not hand tight
- Net apex fitting missing tether cord
- Wrong lifting leg sequence
- Lifting legs misrouted
- Hooks not alternating

### COMMON TO ALL
- Castellated nut missing
- Castellated nut inverted
- Apex fitting missing cotter pin
- Wrong spacer on apex fitting
- Snap ring missing
- Grab hook assembly inverted
- Locknut/domenuet missing
- Wrong weight of load
- Weight of load exceeds A/C cargo hook capacity F.O.D. (W/ description- type and location)
- Sling leg(s) misrouted
- Chain misrouted
- Wrong link count
- Weight of load exceeds sling set capacity
- Wrong apex fitting on sling set
- Wrong POA to A/C
- Cargo hook reach pendant inverted
- Type IV connector link missing aluminum buffer
- Cotton buffer missing from ADS
- Breakaway tie missing
- Permanent tie vs. breakaway tie
- Cluster breakaway tie missing
- Excess A7A stowed over FA
- Excess A7A not stowed
- Excess A7A rolled wrong
- A7A misrouted
- A7A twisted

### GRADING STANDARDS

| Miss a deficiency = -16 | Create a deficiency = -16 | Sign DA 7382 with deficiency = -32 | Fail to sign DA 7382 w/o deficiency = -32 |
### SLING LOAD DEFICIENCIES SHEET

**HMMWV (1151/1152/1167)**
- Wrong fuel level
- Parking brake not engaged
- Hood latch not secured
- Mirrors not secured
- Steering wheel not secured
- Transmission selector not in neutral
- Wheels not aligned
- Glass/plastic not shatterproofed
- Fuel cap not secured
- Key missing from lock
- Tailgate not secured
- Turret not correctly positioned
- Turret hatch not secured
- Doors not secured

**HIGH MOBILITY TRAILER**
- Parking brake not engaged
- Load not secured
- Chains not padded
- Stabilizer legs not secured
- Light cable not secured
- Safety chains not secured
- Tailgate not secured
- Glass/plastic not shatterproofed
- Stabilizer legs not fully retracted
- Excess CGU-1/B not stowed
- CGU-1/B twisted

**A-22 CARGO BAG**
- Suspension clevis not taped
- Suspension clevis not hand tight
- Wrong POA to load
- Connector snap facing up
- Connector snap not taped
- 24 inch suspension web in wrong sequence
- 24 inch suspension web twisted
- Lacing cord misrouted
- Wrong lacing cord
- Excess lacing cord not taped
- Lateral strap twisted
- Excess lateral strap not stowed
- Excess lateral strap stowed over FA
- Excess 188 inch strap stowed over FA
- Excess 188 inch strap not stowed
- Excess 188 inch strap rolled wrong
- 188 inch strap misrouted
- 188 inch strap twisted

**CARGO NET**
- Hooks not taped or tied
- Wrong POA to load
- Suspension clevis not taped
- Suspension clevis not hand tight
- Net apex fitting missing tether cord
- Wrong lifting leg sequence
- Lifting legs misrouted
- Hooks not alternating

### COMMON TO ALL
- Castellated nut missing
- Castellated nut inverted
- Apex fitting missing cotter pin
- Wrong spacer on apex fitting
- Snap ring missing
- Grab hook assembly inverted
- Locknut/demenuet missing
- Wrong weight of load
- Weight of load exceeds A/C cargo hook capacity
- F.O.D. (W/ description- type and location)
- Sling leg(s) misrouted
- Chain misrouted
- Wrong link count
- Weight of load exceeds sling set capacity
- Wrong apex fitting on sling set
- Wrong POA to A/C
- Cargo hook reach pendant inverted
- Type IV connector link missing aluminum buffer
- Cotton buffer missing from ADS
- Breakaway tie missing
- Permenent tie vs. breakaway tie
- Cluster breakaway tie missing
- Excess A7A stowed over FA
- Excess A7A not stowed
- Excess A7A rolled wrong
- A7A misrouted
- A7A twisted

### GRADING STANDARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miss a deficiency = -16</th>
<th>Sign DA 7382 with deficiency = -32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create a deficiency = -16</td>
<td>Fail to sign DA 7382 w/o deficiency = -32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>